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Loop-at-a-Time Stability Analysis for
Grid-Connected Voltage-Source Converters

Hongyang Zhang, Student Member, IEEE, Lennart Harnefors, Fellow, IEEE, Xiongfei Wang, Senior
Member, IEEE, Jean-Philippe Hasler, Stefan Östlund, Senior Member, IEEE, Christer Danielsson, and

Hong Gong, Student Member, IEEE

Abstract—The instability phenomena caused by converter–grid
interactions can be prevented by designing controllers with ad-
equate stability margins. Yet, the multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) dynamics of grid-connected voltage-source converters
(VSCs) complicate the stability analysis for the controller design.
To tackle this challenge, this paper presents a loop-at-a-time
stability analysis for grid-connected VSCs, which not only shows
close correlations with the generalized Nyquist criterion for
MIMO systems, but also enables to quantify the stability margins
of individual closed loops. Moreover, the interactions between
the closed loops can be analyzed. Test cases with numerical
sensitivity analysis, simulations, and field measurements of a
converter validate the theory.

Index Terms—Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO), loop-
at-a-time (LAAT), generalized Nyquist stability criterion (GNC),
single-input single-output (SISO), grid-connected voltage-source
converters (VSCs).

I. INTRODUCTION

INSTABILITY of a grid-connected voltage-source converter
(VSC) can be caused by a weak-grid connection and/or be

induced by poorly damped resonances in the grid [1]–[4]. The
phenomena, and causes of instability, as well as the solutions
for preventing instability, in the converter–grid interaction have
been researched intensively [5]–[10].

In single-input single-output (SISO) dynamic systems, sta-
bility margins are clearly defined by evaluating the open-
loop transfer function l (return ratio) [11], giving insights
into the control design. Unfortunately, the closed-loop control
of a grid-connected VSC is multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO). The stability of a MIMO system is usually checked
by the generalized Nyquist stability criterion (GNC) with the
determinant of I + L (return difference) [12], where L is
generalized to an open-loop transfer matrix1. However, this
GNC-based analysis offers few insights into the control design,
since the stability margins for det(I + L) are not as easily
defined as for the SISO l [13], [14]. The characteristic loci
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1To differentiate the return ratio l for a SISO, the return ratio for a MIMO
is denoted as L.

for the eigenvalues λi of L2 partially generalize the SISO
Nyquist to MIMO systems [12], [15], [16]. However, such
generalization is not strict, since stability margins on λi do
not have the same implication as the SISO system.

Another possible approach to converter control design
would be to adopt general MIMO design methods, such as
H2 or H∞ control [17], where the controllers are synthesized
by solving optimization problems. Alternatively, decentralized
control with independent [18] or sequential loop closure [19]
design could be considered. After the design, robustness anal-
ysis, e.g., µ analysis [20], evaluates the resulting controller.
Such methods have been proven useful in process control.

Compared to the MIMO process control which may contain
hundreds of inputs and outputs [21], the control of power
electronic converters has a restricted structure. The open-loop
plant has merely two input and output signals, i.e., the d
and q components of the converter voltage reference and the
converter current. Similar to the control of ac motor drives
[22], the control structure of a grid-connected VSC is based
on the principle of cascade control. The inner control loop
contains current control (CC) function. The outer control
loops include phase-locked loop (PLL), dc-bus voltage control
(DVC), and ac-bus voltage control (AVC) functions. Thus,
there are four nested control loops, but normally only the AVC
has an external references. (All other references are generated
internally within the control system.)

Compared to the MIMO control theory, the SISO method
[21], [23] enables stability analysis for the design of the
individual closed loops. When a time-domain specification
is applied on specific control signals, the SISO method is
convenient to check the design for that associated closed loop.
In [24], SISO open-loop transfer functions are derived to
design the DVC with the desired stability margins for the DVC
loop.

Evaluating stability margins sequentially for MIMO systems
are called loop-at-a-time (LAAT) analysis [21], [25]–[27]. Its
principle is based on breaking each control loop at a time and
make an evaluation for that broken loop. The LAAT analysis
is essentially different from the sequential loop closure design
[19]. With the latter approach, each control loop is closed
sequentially and the controller in that closed loop is designed
accordingly by shaping the closed-loop transfer functions.
When one loop is closed for the design, the controllers in the
other loops are not considered. On the other hand, the LAAT

2Characteristic loci are a variant of the GNC, since det(I+L) = 1+
∏

i λi.
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analysis ensures that all controllers are considered when a loop
is broken.

In this paper, a framework for the LAAT stability analysis is
presented for the grid-connected VSC. The control functions
and main circuits are, in Section II, modeled as transfer
matrices to construct a linearized MIMO closed-loop model.
In Section III, a LAAT transfer matrix is derived with the
forward and cross-coupling transfer functions and the LAAT
stability analysis is introduced to evaluate the control design.
Compared to [24], the LAAT stability analysis using this new
model can be more intuitive, allowing two Nyquist curves to
be plotted, for both the DVC and AVC loops, respectively.
Further, In [24], only a SISO open-loop transfer function
is derived by closing the DVC as the outest loop, where
the AVC loop is embedded in the DVC-based SISO open-
loop transfer functions. It is shown that, the LAAT stability
analysis has close correlations with characteristic loci in the
GNC. Moreover, it allows identifying stability margins of
the individual closed loops, i.e., the DVC and AVC loops.
In addition, the non-diagonal elements of the LAAT transfer
matrix can be used for analyzing interactions between the
closed loops. In Section IV, numerical sensitivity analyses,
with various grid strength and control parameters, are shown
to verify the effectiveness of the method. In Section V,
measurement results from a high-power static synchronous
compensator (STATCOM) installation are presented to validate
the theory. In the end, Section VII summarizes the adopted
controller design methods.

II. SMALL-SIGNAL MODELING OF THE GRID-CONNECTED
VSC

A. Notation

In the stationary (αβ) reference frame and the synchronous
(dq) reference frame, the elements are denoted with subscripts
α and β or d and q respectively for the corresponding axes.
The signals in the αβ frame are denoted with a superscript ‘s’,
signals in the dq frame without a superscript. Note that lower-
case letters are used for both vector and scalar variables. The
latter are denoted with special subscripts, e.g., α, β, d, q, dc,
acref , dcref . The subscripts with letters ‘c’, ‘r’, ‘t’, ‘p’, and
‘g’ refer to ‘converter’, ‘reactor’, ‘transformer’, ‘primary’3,
and ‘grid’, respectively. For instance, the converter current
vectors in the αβ and dq frame are denoted respectively as
isc = [iscα, i

s
cβ ]T and ic = [icd, icq]

T , where isc and ic are
column vectors, iscα, iscβ , icd, and icq are their corresponding
scalar variables.

To represent perturbations, a prefix ∆ is used, e.g., ∆ic. A
constant representing a steady-state operating point contains
a ‘0’ in the end of its subscript, e.g., ic0. As shown in [8],
the dynamic impact of the PLL output can be calculated by
introducing a so-called converter dq frame. In the converter
dq frame, a superscript ’c’ is added for distinction from the
grid dq frame (which is the ordinary dq frame with no PLL
impact), e.g., ∆icc.

3Primary refers to the bus on the primary side of the power transformer.

For simplicity, the Laplace variable s is omitted, e.g., G
is short for G(s). Transfer matrices and their elements are
denoted as upper-case and lower-case letters, respectively, e.g.,

G =

[
g11 g12
g21 g22

]
. (1)

B. System Description

The basic circuit and control block diagrams of a three-
phase grid-connected VSC are shown in Fig. 1. On the right-
hand side of the VSC, the three-phase ac circuit is modeled in
the αβ frame. Phase reactors and a power transformer (if such
is used) are located in series between the converter terminal
and primary bus. The converter bus is on the right-hand side
of of the phase reactors. The primary bus is connected to an
infinite bus via a grid impedance. The transfer matrices for
the phase reactors, power transformer and grid impedance are
denoted as Zsr , Zst , and Zsg , respectively, e.g.,

Zsr =

[
Rr + sLr 0

0 Rr + sLr

]
(2)

where Rr and Lr are the resistance and inductance of the
phase reactor, respectively.

On the left-hand side of the VSC, the dc bus is modeled
as a pure capacitor. The measurement and computation delays
in the digital control system, along with the effect from the
pulse-width modulation (PWM), have impacts on the high-
frequency characteristics of the system [6] and they are omitted
in this study. Since the PWM is omitted, an average model4

is used. The model is generic for modeling of a modular
multilevel converter (MMC) as a two-level converter (as shown
in Fig. 1), as long as the MMC output voltage not affected by
its internal dynamics [28] with proper modulation techniques
[29]. The control system operates in the dq frame. The dq-
frame correspondence of Zsr , Zst , and Zsg are obtained by
substituting s→ s+ jω1 [30], e.g.,

Zr = Zsr + Jω1Lr =

[
Rr + sLr −ω1Lr
ω1Lr Rr + sLr

]
(3)

where J =

[
0 −1
1 0

]
and ω1 is the angular grid frequency.

C. Controller Description

The basic control functions of the grid-connected VSC
comprise the CC, PLL, DVC, and AVC (Fig. 1). Explicit
descriptions of input-output relations of these functions in Fig.
1 are presented in Fig. 2.

1) PLL: The synchronous reference frame PLL [31] with
a proportional integral (PI) regulator fPLL is used so that the
PLL output θ tracks the phase angle of usc (see Fig. 2). A low-
pass filter (LPF) hPLL with the time constant τPLL is used to
connect with the output of fPLL, in order to filter out harmonic
contents (mainly for the 2nd harmonic in the dq frame)

fPLL = kpPLL

(
1 +

kiPLL

s

)
, hPLL =

1

1 + sτPLL
. (4)

4The relation between the ac and dc side of the converter is based on the
principle of power balancing.
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Fig. 1. Basic circuit and control block diagrams of the grid-connected VSC.

2) CC: Since the CC is implemented in the dq frame, thus
a PI regulator fCC is used. For removal of harmonics and
improvement of stability [8], LPFs huFF with the time constant
τuFF is used to feedforward both uccd and uccq into the CC

fCC = kpCC

(
1 +

kiCC

s

)
, huFF =

1

1 + sτuFF
. (5)

The dq-axes current reference vector icref is connected through
a transfer matrix HiFF (as a feedforward function), for improv-
ing dynamic performance [32]

HiFF =

[ s
1+sτiFF

−ω1

ω1
s

1+sτiFF

]
Lr (6)

where τiFF is the time constant for the lead filter, and the
off-diagonal elements of HiFF represent the cross-couplings
between the dq axes.

3) DVC: The harmonic ripples of the dc-bus voltage udc
are filtered via a LPF hDVC with the time constant τDVC, i.e.,
udcf = hDVCudc. The DVC error eDVC = udcref−udcf (udcref
is the dc-bus voltage reference) is controlled by a PI regulator
fDVC

fDVC = kpDVC

(
1 +

kiDVC

s

)
, hDVC =

1

1 + sτDVC
. (7)

4) AVC: The d-component of ucp is filtered with a LPF
hAVC which yields ucpdf . The AVC regulator fAVC minimizes
the AVC error eAVC = uacref − ucpdf , where uacref is the
ac-bus voltage reference. Finally, fAVC contains only a pure
integrator function

fAVC =
kiAVC

s
, hAVC =

1

1 + sτAVC
. (8)

D. MIMO Small-Signal Modeling

In this section, a MIMO small-signal modeling procedure is
presented for the grid-connected VSC. The detailed derivation
of the small-signal model can be found in the Section VII.

1) Inner Closed Loop: The inner closed loop is composed
of the transfer matrices of the CC, PLL and its related dy-
namics, and passive circuit elements. PLL is often categorized
as an outer closed loop [6], due to its similar closed-loop
bandwidth to those of the DVC and the AVC loops. In this

paper, since the PLL mostly impacts the inner loop, thus the
PLL is categorized as the inner closed loop. The schematic
of the linearized inner closed loop is illustrated in Fig. 3.
(phase reactor admittance Yr(= Zr

−1), sum of the grid and
transformer impedance Zgt (= Zg + Zt) are illustrated.) For
the infinite bus, we have ∆us = 0.

The closed-loop transfer matrix Ti (from ∆icref to ∆ic) is
derived as

Ti = G−1i2 G
−1
i1 Yr(FCC +HiFF) (9)

where Gi1 = I2 + YrZgt − Yr(HuFFGPLL1 + GPLL3)Zgt,
Gi2 = I2 + G−1i1 YrFCC(I2 − GPLL2Zgt) [see (21) to (28) in
Section VII for detailed derivations].

Note that to construct the outer closed loops in Fig. 3, ∆ic
is selected, instead of ∆icc, as the output of Ti, such that the
voltages of the outer loops ∆uo can be computed with ∆ic
on the same dq frame. In the end, the impact of the PLL
is included to convert ∆uo to ∆uco, see Section II-D2. In
addition, the unity feedback closed-loop transfer matrix TiUF

(from ∆icref to ∆icc) is derived as

TiUF = G−1i2UF(I2 −GPLL2Zgt)G
−1
i1 Yr(FCC +HiFF) (10)

where Gi2UF = I2 + (I2 −GPLL2Zgt)G
−1
i1 YrFCC.

2) Outer Closed Loop: The outer loops use unity negative
feedbacks and they are closed by the outer-loop controllers,
written as a transfer matrix Fo in Fig. 3. A transfer matrix Go
is defined for input ∆ic and output ∆uco

Fo =

[
fDVC 0

0 fAVC

]
, Go =

[
go11 go12
go21 go22

]
. (11)

The function of Go is for voltage calculation and filtering for
the feedbacks from the DVC (∆udcf ) and the AVC (∆ucpdf)
loops. Fo is designed to have ∆uco = [∆udcf ,∆u

c
pdf ]

T track
∆uref = [∆udcref ,∆uacref ]

T .
We defined that Go = [Go1, Go2]T [see (29) to (34) in

Section VII for detailed expressions], where Go1 and Go2

represent the voltage calculation and filtering process for the
DVC and AVC, respectively. An equivalent schematic of Fig. 3
is shown in Fig. 4 (a), where G = GoTi is the open-loop plant
on which Fo is acting. Note that G contains the dynamics of
CC, PLL, and passive components. G also has the feature that
operating points are embedded. Cascading G and Fo forms the
open-loop transfer matrix L = GFo. In turn, the closed-loop
transfer matrix (from ∆uref to ∆uco) is obtained as

T = (I2 + L)−1L. (12)

The elements of L and T are respectively expressed as

L =

[
l11 l12
l21 l22

]
, T =

[
t11 t12
t21 t22

]
, (13)

to be used in the sequel.

III. LAAT STABILITY ANALYSIS

In Section III, LAAT stability analysis is introduced for
analyzing the stability of generic MIMO models alike which
is introduced in Section II.
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A. LAAT Transfer Matrix

An equivalent schematic of the DVC and AVC loops, with
expressions of elements l11, l12, l21, and l22 in L is shown
in Fig. 4 (b). Note that both l11 and l22 can be named as
forward transfer functions [33], without cross couplings for
the DVC and AVC loops, respectively. Correspondingly, l12
and l21 are denoted as the cross-coupling transfer functions.
Based on this structure, the LAAT stability analysis can be
done by introducing the modified open-loop transfer matrix
LLAAT as

LLAAT =

[
lLAAT11 lLAAT12

lLAAT21 lLAAT22

]
, (14)

which can be derived so that lLAAT11, lLAAT12, lLAAT21, and
lLAAT22 are the respective open-loop transfer functions for t11,
t12, t21, and t22, e.g., t11 = lLAAT11/(1 + lLAAT11)

LLAAT =

[
t11/(1− t11) t12/(1− t12)
t21/(1− t21) t22/(1− t22)

]
. (15)

The rationale of the diagonal elements of LLAAT is that
they are the open-loop transfer functions for breaking one
loop while having the other loop closed. For instance, for
a 2 × 2 system, K is defined as the loop transfer matrix
K =diag(k1, k2), where ki (i = 1, 2) determines which loops
are closed or broken [see Fig. 4(b)]. Let us define L1 which
yields

L1 = (I2 + LK)−1L. (16)

The following results can be concluded:
• K = 02. All loops are broken.
• K = diag(0, 1). The first loop is broken and the second

loop is closed.

• K = diag(1, 0). The second loop is broken and the first
loop is closed.

Therefore, by breaking one of the two feedback loops, a
SISO open-loop transfer function can always be obtained from
a 2× 2 MIMO. It can be shown that LLAAT(1, 1) = L1(1, 1),
with K = diag(0, 1) and LLAAT(2, 2) = L1(2, 2), with
K = diag(1, 0). By evaluating the diagonal parts of LLAAT,
the classical SISO stability margins can be obtained for
the corresponding diagonal elements of T . Furthermore, we
can use the off-diagonal elements in LLAAT to check the
interaction effects between the loops. The same principle of
a 2 × 2 LLAAT matrix can be applied to a n × n matrix for
n× n MIMO in general.

Using (12), the elements in T can be represented by the
elements (l11, l12, l21, and l22) in L, which yields

T =
1

det(I + L)

[
l11 + l11l22 − l12l12 l12

l21 l22 + l11l22 − l21l12

]
.

(17)
The explicit form of LLAAT can also be obtained as

LLAAT =

[
l11 − l12l21/(1 + l22) l12/[det(I2 + L)− l12]
l21/[det(I2 + L)− l21] l22 − l21l12/(1 + l11)

]
.

(18)
In (18), each element in LLAAT is derived so that it contains all
the elements (l11, l12, l21, and l22) in L. This gives an intuitive
sense how LLAAT can be used for evaluation, since the impacts
from individual forward (l11, l22) and cross-coupling (l12, l21)
transfer functions can be analyzed independently.

B. Evaluation of Stability

Note that in each element of LLAAT in (18), there exists
an internal closed diagonal loop. For instance, the forward
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transfer function l22 for the AVC loop (Fig. 4) is embedded in
the denominator within lLAAT11 for the DVC loop. This im-
plies a special condition on evaluating LLAAT in the frequency
domain5: when evaluating the diagonal elements lLAAT11 or
lLAAT22, the Nyquist plots of l22 or l11 (both are actually
Nyquist arrays) must not encircle −1+j0. In [24], it is shown
that for the DVC closed loop, in total three Nyquist curves
need to be evaluated for the design and none of them should
encircle −1 + j0. In this paper we generalize and simplify
the method such that there is only one embedded closed loop,
and only two Nyquist curves are checked for each loop. For
instance, for the AVC loop, we evaluate lLAAT22 and l11.

It is reasonable to assume that Ti is stable. Exceptions are
when kiCC or FPLL are designed aggressively [8]6. We also
know that Fo contains only casual transfer functions, and Go
is a stable transfer function matrix. Therefore L is stable. It is
worth noting that L is assumed to be internally stable (no right-
half-plane pole-zero cancellations). Then it is straightforward
to check whether l11 and l22 encirle −1 + j0. The system is
usually treated as a SISO, when designing the current control
loop [8], [30], [34]. For evaluating the stability of the inner
closed loops, the LAAT analysis can also be used to check
the stability margins. The unity feedback closed-loop TiUF can
then be broken at its feedback ∆icc. Therefore, LLAAT for the
inner closed loop can be derived by cascading transfer matrices
from ∆icref to ∆icc. Since the primary purpose of this paper is
to introduce the LAAT method with a focus on the stability
analysis of the outer closed loops, using the LAAT stability
analysis for the inner closed-loop is not discussed further. It
is assumed that the inner closed loops are always stable.

5Alike omitting s for transfer functions, jω is also omitted for frequency
responses.

6This refers that a large value of kiCC, kpPLL, or kiPLL could lead to the
instability. Also, Ti can also be unstable when it contains large time delays
[6].

TABLE I
TEST-SYSTEM DATA AND DEFAULT CONTROLLER PARAMETERS.

Symbol Value Definition
Ubase 28.17 kV Base voltage, peak value space-vector scaling
Ibase 2.37 kA Base current, peak value space-vector scaling
Zbase 11.9 Ω Base impedance
Cdc 1.0 mF DC-bus capacitance
Xr 0.10 p.u. Phase-reactor inductance
Xt 0.10 p.u. Transformer inductance

Xgmin 0.2 p.u. Minimum grid reactance
Xgmax 0.5 p.u. Maximum grid reactance
ω1 100π rad/s Nominal angular frequency

udcref 1.4 p.u. DC-bus voltage reference
uacref 1.1 p.u. AC-bus voltage reference
τrAVC 100 ms AVC step response required rise time

TABLE II
DEFAULT CONTROLLER PARAMETERS.

Symbol Value Definition
ωs 20000π rad/s Sampling frequency
τvFF 1.0 ms CC voltage feedforward time constant
τiFF 1.0 ms CC lead filter time constant
τPLL 10 ms PLL LPF time constant
τDVC 10 ms DVC LPF time constant
τAVC 5.0 ms AVC LPF time constant

C. Comparison With the GNC

Considering an internal stable L, the evaluation of the
closed-loop stability with either LAAT analysis or character-
istic loci of L should guarantee no encirclement of −1 + j0.
As discussed in Section III-A, the gain and phase margins for
lLAAT11, lLAAT22 indicate the classical SISO margins for each
individual loops. On the other hand, the stability margins seen
from λ1, λ2 in GNC are not equivalent to the classical SISO
margins.

Suppose L and T can be decomposed as

L = WΛLW
−1, T = WΛTW

−1 (19)
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Fig. 4. (a) Schematic of the equivalent MIMO system to Fig. 3. (b) Schematic
of the DVC and AVC loops, expressed with l11, l12, l21, and l22 in L.

TABLE III
DESIGNED CONTROLLER PARAMETERS.

Symbol Value Definition
kpCC 1.0 p.u. CC proportional gain
kiCC 10.0 rad/s CC integral gain
kpPLL 30.0 rad/s PLL proportional gain
kiPLL 1.0 rad/s PLL integral gain
kpDVC 1.2 p.u. DVC proportional gain
kiDVC 10.0 rad/s DVC integral gain
kiAVC 110 rad/s AVC integral gain

where ΛL = diag{λ1, λ2} and the columns of W are
the right eigenvectors of L, ΛT = [I + ΛL]−1ΛL =
diag{λ1/[1 + λ1], λ2/[1 + λ2]}. Then L and ΛL are similar as
well for T and ΛT , evaluating of λ1 and λ2 for the individual
loops is equivalent to checking L as for SISO if W = I2. In
other words, unless L is a diagonal matrix – for a diagonal L,
checking λ1 = l11 and λ2 = l22 is equivalent to the classical
SISO margins.

Solving the roots for det(λI − L) yields

λ1,2 =
l11 + l22 ±

√
(l11 − l22)2 + 4l12l21

2
. (20)

If l12 and l21 are relatively small (which indicates that the
MIMO is weakly interacted), L is closed to a diagonal matrix.
Checking λ1,2 is then almost equivalent to the LAAT margins.
Examples with strong MIMO interactions are listed in the
Appendix VII.
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Fig. 5. (a) Nyquist plots for lLAAT11 and λ1. (b) Nyquist plots for lLAAT22

and λ2. (c) Bode magnitude plots of l11, l12, l21, and l22. (d) Bode magnitude
plots of lLAAT11, lLAAT12, lLAAT21, and lLAAT22.

IV. CASE STUDY

This section presents case studies with numerical sensitivity
analysis to illustrate the effectiveness of the LAAT stability
analysis are presented. The control structures as well as the
modeling introduced in Section in II are implemented.

A. Test System

A 100-MVA STATCOM is connected to a 34.5-kV bus in
an inductive grid with short circuit ratio (SCR) = 2 (SCR =
1/Xg, where Xg = Zg). The basic circuit parameters and
reference values are shown in Table I. The default STATCOM
controller parameters are listed II. In a practical STATCOM
control system, udcref is kept constant during the operation.
The typical requirement for a STATCOM is usually specified
by a step-response on uacref [35]. Having the setpoint value of
uacref = 1.1 per unit (p.u.) with usd0 = 1.0 p.u., the maximum
capacitive current yields icq0 = 0.2 p.u., which is the operating
point for the design. We assume that Rr = Rt = Rg =
0.001 p.u. and that the converter is lossless. The controller
parameters are tuned based on the design procedures described
in Appendix VII, and their values are shown in Table III7.

7Time is not normalized, leading to certain parameters having the dimension
angular frequency.
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In Section IV-H, case studies for a strong-grid condition are
performed.

B. Stability Evaluations of the Design

Stability of the design is checked by the LAAT analysis. In
Fig. 5 (a) and Fig. 5 (b) , the Nyquist plots of lLAAT11 and
lLAAT22 are shown for the condition with SCR = 2. Stability
margins for the DVC and AVC loops are respectively evaluated
by lLAAT11 and lLAAT22. We observe that none of the Nyquist
curves encircles −1 + j0 and adequate stability margins are
obtained for individual closed loops. Due to the fact that
the DVC bandwidth is designed more aggressively than the
AVC bandwidth (see Appendix VII), less phase margins are
obtained for lLAAT22 compared to lLAAT11.

C. Interaction Analysis

In Section III-A, it is shown that lLAAT12 and lLAAT21 in
LLAAT can be used to check the interaction effects between
the loops. The Bode magnitude plots of l11, l12, l21, and l22, as
well as lLAAT11, lLAAT12, lLAAT21, and lLAAT22 are shown in
Fig. 5 (c) and Fig. 5 (d), respectively. For frequencies higher
than 50 Hz, we find relatively higher magnitude of lLAAT21,
which indicates strong interactions from ∆udcref to ∆ucpdf1.
On contrary, the magnitude of lLAAT12 remains low for all
frequencies.

D. Comparison With the GNC

To verify the conclusions of Section III-C, Nyquist plots
of lLAAT11 with λ1, and lLAAT22 with λ2 are shown in Fig.
5 (a) and Fig. 5 (b). Due to relatively small l12l21 ∀ f , see
Fig. 5 (c), from (20) we have λ1 ≈ lLAAT11 ≈ l11, and λ2 ≈
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Fig. 7. Nyquist plots for lLAAT11, lLAAT22, l11, and l22. Black solid curve:
kiAVC = 900 rad/s. Red dashed curve: kiAVC = 1050 rad/s.

lLAAT22 ≈ l22. The Nyquist plots of lLAAT11 with λ1, and
lLAAT22 with λ2 are almost overlapping.

E. Sensitivity Analysis With Grid Impedance Variations

As discussed in Section VII-D2, Xg could be of any values
within [Xgmin, Xgmax]. Therefore, we evaluate lLAAT11 and
lLAAT22 [see Fig. 6 (a) and Fig. 6 (f)] with SCR = 2 p.u.,
SCR = 3.5 p.u., and SCR = 5 p.u. We find that the stability
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Fig. 6. Sensitivity and interaction analysis with grid impedance variations SCR = 2 p.u. (black solid curves), SCR = 3.5 p.u. (red dashed curves), and
SCR = 5 p.u. (blue dotted curves). Frequency-domain results: (a) Nyquist plots for lLAAT11. (b) Bode magnitude plots [p.u.] for lLAAT12. (e) Bode magnitude
plots [p.u.] for lLAAT21. (f) Nyquist plots for lLAAT22; Time-domain results: (c) Response for udcf [p.u.] with ∆udcref = 0.02 p.u. (d) Response for udcf
[p.u.] with ∆uacref = 0.02 p.u. (g) Response for ucpdf [p.u.] with ∆udcref = 0.02 p.u. (h) Response for ucpdf [p.u.] with ∆uacref = 0.02 p.u.
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Fig. 9. Nyquist plots for lLAAT11, lLAAT22, l11, and l22. Black solid curve:
kpDVC = 11 p.u. Red dashed curve: kpDVC = 13 p.u.

margins remain almost unchanged for lLAAT11 for all grid
conditions (which also confirms the DVC design in Appendix
VII-D1). From SCR = 2 p.u. to SCR = 5 p.u., both gain and
phase margins gradually increase for lLAAT22, which shows
robust design for both the DVC and AVC loops. A step-
response test with ∆uacref = 0.02 p.u. for ucpdf is shown
in Fig. 6 (h) for all the SCR conditions. A requirement of
τrAVC = 100 ms is therefore met. In addition, the response of
udcf under ∆uacref = 0.02 p.u. is shown in Fig. 6 (d). It is
found udcf limited influenced by a step change on uacref . This
is verified by Bode magnitude plots for lLAAT12 in Fig. 6 (b).
Similarly, ∆udcref = 0.02 p.u. is applied and the response
from udcf and ucpdf are shown in Fig. 6 (c) and Fig. 6 (g),
respectively. It can be seen that the rise time for the DVC is
designed faster than the AVC. Due to relative high interactions
from udcf to ucpdf [see Fig. 6 (e)], ucpdf varies with relative
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Fig. 10. Responses to a 0.02-p.u. step change of udcref . Black solid curve:
kpDVC = 11 p.u. Red dashed curve: kpDVC = 13 p.u.

larger magnitude. Also, the variations are greatly influenced
by different SCR conditions, with stronger grid, the variations
of ucpdf is to be smaller.

F. Stability Impacts With AVC Parameter Variations

1) Before Losing Stability: We increase kiAVC to 900 rad/s
to push the system close to the boundary of losing asymptotic
stability. The Nyquist curves for lLAAT11 and lLAAT22 are
found in Fig. 7 (a) and Fig. 7 (b) respectively. The AVC margin
is now greatly reduced and the Nyquist curve of lLAAT22 and
l22 [see Fig. 7 (c)] are closed to encircle −1 + j0. It may be
read from Fig. 7 (b) that the gain margin (GM)= 1.12 p.u.
at ω = 387 rad/s and the phase margin (PM)= 8.82 deg at
ω = 351 rad/s. To verify this in the time-domain, a 0.02-p.u.
step in uacref is applied at Time= 2 s, giving the response
shown in Fig. 8. Converging oscillations can be observed on
ucpdf and udcf .

2) Unstable: We further increase kiAVC to 1050 rad/s (1.17
times of 900 rad/s, which is higher than the GM= 1.12 p.u. of
the previous condition kiAVC = 900 rad/s) to push the system
to be unstable. The red dashed Nyquist curves are found in
Fig. 7. When system becomes unstable, both lLAAT22 and l22
[Fig. 7 (c)] encircle −1+ j0. It is found that lLAAT11 changes
dramatically from the condition at kiAVC = 900 rad/s, when
l22 encircles −1 + j0. The time-domain simulation shows an
unstable closed-loop system, see Fig. 8.

G. Stability Impacts With DVC Parameter Variations

1) Before Losing Stability: We increase kpDVC to 11 p.u.
to push the system close to the boundary of losing asymptotic
stability. The black solid Nyquist curves are in Fig. 9. The
DVC margin is now small and the Nyquist curve of lLAAT11

and l11 [see Fig. 9 (d)] are closed to encircle −1 + j0. Seen
from Fig. 9 (a) that the GM= 1.13 p.u. and the phase margin
(PM)= 3.4 deg. To verify this in the time-domain, a 0.02-p.u.
step in udcref is applied at Time= 2 s, giving the response
shown in Fig. 10. Converging oscillations can be observed on
udcf and ucpdf .
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Fig. 11. Sensitivity and interaction analysis with grid impedance SCR = 90 p.u. for icq0 = 0.2 p.u. (black solid curves) and icq0 = −0.2 p.u. (red
dashed curves). Frequency-domain results: (a) Nyquist plots for lLAAT11. (b) Bode magnitude plots [p.u.] for lLAAT12. (e) Bode magnitude plots [p.u.] for
lLAAT21. (f) Nyquist plots for lLAAT22; Time-domain results: (c) Response for udcf [p.u.] with ∆udcref = 0.02 p.u. (d) Response for udcf [p.u.] with
∆uacref = 0.02 p.u. (g) Response for ucpdf [p.u.] with ∆udcref = 0.02 p.u. (h) Response for ucpdf [p.u.] with ∆uacref = 0.02 p.u.

2) Unstable: We increase kpDVC to 13 p.u. (1.18 times
of 11 p.u., which is higher than the GM= 1.13 p.u. of the
previous condition kpDVC = 11 p.u.) to make the system
unstable. The red dashed Nyquist curves are found in Fig. 9.
Both lLAAT11 and l11 [Fig. 7 (c)] encircle −1+ j0. Similar to
the findings in Section IV-F2, lLAAT22 changes dramatically
from the condition at kpDVC = 11 p.u., when l11 encircles
−1 + j0. This verifies the theory in Section III-B. The time-
domain simulation verifies the instability of the closed-loop
system, see Fig. 10.

H. Sensitivity Analysis With a Strong-Grid Condition

In this section, we analyze a strong-grid condition with
SCR = 90 p.u. In the AVC, a voltage control slope equal
to 0.03 p.u. is implemented [35], therefore L is derived with
an alternative transfer matrix, see Section VII-E. (To satisfy
a fast rise-time requirement, kiAVC is chosen as kiAVC = 500
rad/s.) We also assume upd0 = 1.1 p.u. for both conditions.
The rest of the control settings are the same as for Section
IV-B. The frequency domain and the corresponding time-
domain plots8 are shown in Fig. 11 for the operating point
icq0 = 0.2 p.u. (black solid curves) and icq0 = −0.2 p.u.
(red dashed curves) respectively. We can see from Fig. 11
(f) that AVC is designed with adequate margins while the
DVC is designed more aggressively, see Fig. 11 (a). From
|lLAAT12| in Fig. 11 (b), we find a resonance peak around 10
Hz for both operating conditions. This can be related to the

8With a droop function, the voltage variation after the ∆uacref = 0.02 p.u
step is actually lower than 0.02 p.u.

excited time-domain response in Fig. 11 (d) when a step of
∆uacref = 0.02 p.u. is applied. Similarly, the resonance on
Fig. 11 (e) can be correlated with the time-domain response
in Fig. 11 (g). With such a strong grid (compared to Section
IV-E), the same step change on udcref causes much smaller
variations on ucpdf , indicating the grid impedance has strong
impacts on the interactions from udcref to ucpdf . On the other
hand, variations on udcf with the same change on uacref are
almost invariant with the grid impedance. In the end, little
differences are found in the results between icq0 = 0.2 p.u.
and icq0 = −0.2 p.u.

V. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATIONS

In this section, field measurements from a commissioning
test of a commercial STATCOM are carried out. The SCR
of the grid is approximately 90 p.u. and icq0 is around −0.2
p.u. during the test. Only the step responses are measured to
validate a case with the same operating conditions as presented
in Section IV-H. Tests are performed with step changes on
uacref and udcref , respectively denoted as Test 1 and Test 2.

The plots for Test 1 to a ∆uacref = 0.02 p.u. step are shown
in Fig. 12 (a) - Fig. 12 (d)9 with the steady-state condition
icq0 = −0.248 p.u. The time-domain comparisons between the
LM and the test measurements show good accuracy on the LM
for the closed-loop dynamics on ucpdf and udc, verifying t22
and t12. The Nyquist plots are shown in Fig. 14 (a) based
on the conditions of Test 1. It can be seen from lLAAT11

and lLAAT22 that the DVC and AVC have fairly high gain

9For a MMC based STATCOM, udc is computed as the average value of
the sum of the capacitor voltages in the three phases.
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Fig. 12. Responses to a step change of ∆uacref = 0.02 p.u. for the Test
1. Time-domain comparisons between the test (black solid lines) and the LM
(red dashed lines). (a) Response of ucpdf . (b) Response of udc. (c) Response
of iccd. (d) Response of iccq.

Fig. 13. Responses to a step change of ∆udcref = 0.02 p.u. for the Test
2. Time-domain comparisons between the test (black solid lines) and the LM
(red dashed lines). (a) Response of ucpdf . (b) Response of udc. (c) Response
of iccd. (d) Response of iccq.

and phase margins for each individual loops under the test
conditions. Alike the case shown in Section IV-H, the DVC is
designed faster than the AVC [see the rise-time comparison
between Fig. 12 (a) and Fig. 13 (a) for the Test 2], the
individual closed-loop stability margin for the AVC is higher
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Fig. 14. Test 1. (a) Nyquist plots for lLAAT11 and lLAAT22. (b) Bode
magnitude plots for lLAAT12 and lLAAT21.
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Fig. 15. Test 2. (a) Nyquist plots for lLAAT11 and lLAAT22. (b) Bode
magnitude plots for lLAAT12 and lLAAT21.

than for the DVC, see Fig. 14 (a) (the relative margins between
the DVC and AVC are alike the case shown in Section IV-H).
In Fig. 14 (b), |lLAAT12| is higher than |lLAAT21| for almost
the whole frequency range, indicating that a perturbation on
uacref would cause a larger deviation for the udc response
than the same perturbation on udcref for the response of ucpdf .
For instance, a resonance peak around 5 Hz is observed on
|lLAAT12|. The excitation of its dynamics can be found in Fig.
12 (b) on the responses of udc by a step change on uacref .

Similarly, Test 2 and the corresponding model validation
are shown in Fig. 13, where the plots represent responses to
a ∆udcref = 0.02 p.u. step with icq0 = −0.213 p.u. steady-
state condition. The LM shows good accuracy to represent the
dynamics of udc, as well as the interactions impacts for the
ucpdf , having t11 and t21 verified. Therefore, T is verified by
Test 1 and Test 2. The Nyquist and Bode plots for Test 2 are
shown in Fig. 15. We can see that due to a similar steady-state
condition between the two tests, plots in Fig. 15 are closed to
the ones in Fig. 14. Unlike the response shown in Fig. 12 (b),
a step on udcref makes little variations on ucpdf [Fig. 13 (b)],
this can be explained by a relatively small value of |lLAAT21|
in Fig. 15 (b). This also verifies the findings in Section IV-H
for weaker interactions from udcref to ucpdf under stronger-grid
conditions. Similarly, a resonance peak around 18 Hz is found
in |lLAAT21| in Fig. 15 (b), which can be observed in the time
domain [see Fig. 13 (b)].

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a LAAT stability analysis for grid-connected
VSCs is presented. To illustrate the theory, a linearized MIMO
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Fig. 16. Schematic of the 3×3 MIMO system structure where PLL is treated
as one of the outer-most loops.

model is derived by the cascaded transfer matrices for the
stability analysis of the converter–grid interaction. Eventually,
the LAAT transfer matrix LLAAT is derived with forward and
cross-coupling transfer functions. The design of the outer-loop
controllers can thus be evaluated with LLAAT. It is shown
that, the LAAT stability analysis has close correlations with
characteristic loci in the GNC. Moreover, the LAAT analysis
allows identifying the stability margins of the DVC and AVC
loops individually. Also, the non-diagonal elements of LLAAT

can be used to analyze the interactions between the closed
loops. Sensitivity analyses with numerical examples verify
the effectiveness of the LAAT analysis. Further, the LAAT
method is applicable to study n×n MIMO system in general,
regardless of the specific control structure implemented. The
PLL dynamics in this paper is embedded inside the plant G.
Future research could consider the PLL as one of the three
outer closed loops (i.e., DVC, AVC, and PLL) for modeling
and analysis. The implementation is illustrated in Fig. 16,
where the reference (∆r), input (∆u), and output (feedback)
(∆y) are denoted as the general symbols in a control system.
∆r = [∆udcref,∆uacref,∆θPLLref], ∆u = [∆icrefd,∆i

c
refq,∆ω],

and ∆y = [∆udcf,∆updf,∆θ], Fo = diag(fDVC, fAVC, fPLL).
The modeled system is a 3 × 3 MIMO. By such implemen-
tation, the stability margins for the PLL loops, as well as the
interactions between the PLL closed loop and the AVC/DVC
loops can be studied. The utilization of the LAAT method
for control design of a highly-interacted MIMO is seen as
a future research topic. Simulation and measurement results
from a converter validate the method.

VII. APPENDIX

A. Small-Signal Modeling

1) Small-Signal Modeling of the Inner Closed loop: Due to
the PLL impact, the change of vector variables from the grid
dq frame to the converter dq frame [8] yields the following
relations [24]:

∆ucc = ∆uc − juc0∆θ, (21)

∆ucp = ∆up − jup0∆θ, (22)

∆icc = ∆ic − jic0∆θ. (23)

The closed-loop transfer function gPLL is formed (from
∆ucq to ∆θ) with ∆θ fed back as an input to (21) for ∆ucc

∆θ =
hPLLfPLL

1 + ucd0hPLLfPLL︸ ︷︷ ︸
gPLL

∆ucq. (24)

To represent PLL dynamics by MIMO formats, substituting
(24) into (21) and (24) into (23), respectively, yields

∆ucc = GPLL1∆uc, ∆icc = ∆ic +GPLL2∆uc (25)

where GPLL1 = I2 + GPLL0, I2 =

[
1 0
0 1

]
, GPLL0 =[

0 gPLLucq0
0 −gPLLucd0

]
, and GPLL2 =

[
0 gPLLicq0
0 −gPLLicd0

]
.

Likewise, the voltage reference vector ∆ucref is transformed
to the grid dq frame as ∆uref [24]

∆uref = ∆ucref + juref0∆θ. (26)

Substituting (24) into (26) yields

∆uref = ∆ucref +GPLL3∆uc (27)

where GPLL3 =

[
0 −gPLLurefq0
0 gPLLurefd0

]
.

For the CC, we construct the following transfer matrices:

FCC =

[
fCC 0

0 fCC

]
, HuFF =

[
huFF 0

0 huFF

]
. (28)

Note that FCC and HiFF (6) form a two degrees-of-freedom
control structure [21], see Fig. 3.

2) Small-Signal Modeling of the Outer Closed loop: Using
the power balancing rules between the ac and dc side of the
converter, ∆udc can be computed as

∆udc =
ucd0∆icd + ucq0∆icq + icd0∆ucd + icq0∆ucq

sKCdcudc0
(29)

where K = 2/3 is the space-vector scaling constant.
With ∆us = 0, the following relation is obtained (Fig. 3)

∆uc = −Zgt∆ic. (30)

Merging (29), (30), and hudclp yields

∆udcf = Go1∆ic (31)

where Go1 = hudclp(uTc0 − iTc0Zgt)/(sCdcudc0K).
Substituting (24) into (22) yields

∆ucp = ∆up +GPLL4∆uc (32)

where GPLL4 =

[
0 gPLLupq0
0 −gPLLupd0

]
, indicates a PLL-related

dynamics in Go.
Similarly, with ∆us = 0, the following relation is obtained:

∆up = −Zg∆ic. (33)

Combining (30), (32), (33), and huplp yields

∆ucpdf = huplpGo2∆ic (34)

where Go2 = [GoAVC(1, 1), GoAVC(1, 2)], Go2AVC = −Zg −
GPLL4Zgt.
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B. Comparison With the GNC

In this section, an illustrative example in [12] is used for
a comparison between the Nyquist curves respectively plotted
by the LAAT and the GNC. The example is described as

G =
1

1.25(s+ 1)(s+ 2)

[
s− 1 s
−6 s− 2

]
, K = kI2, (35)

and L = GK.
First of all, k = 1. The Nyquist and Bode magnitude plots

are illustrated in Fig. 17 and Fig. 18. The closed loop is stable
(none of the Nyquist curves encircles −1+ j0). From Fig. 18,
it can be seen the strong interaction effects in the MIMO by
l12 and l21. An unstable closed loop is created by k = 2. Its
Nyquist and Bode magnitude plots are illustrated in Fig. 19
and Fig. 20. It can be seen that both lLAAT22 and λ2 encircles
−1 + j0.

C. Controller Design of Inner Closed Loop

Since this section, we present how to select the parameters
for fCC, fPLL, fDVC, and fAVC using SISO modeling with
reduced-order transfer functions. The grid is considered to be
purely inductive.

1) CC Design: Considering the CC has much higher band-
width αCC than the PLL αPLL [8], we assume gPLL = 0
for designing the CC. This allows us to design fCC based
on the simplified scalar transfer functions tCC for closed-loop
dynamics from ∆icrefd to ∆icd or from ∆icrefq to ∆icq (with
gPLL = 0, we have ∆ic = ∆icc). Considering that kiCC mainly
acts on correcting of the steady-state control error, we can
further assume that kiCC = 0 when designing kpCC [34]. This
yields the following:

tCC =
αCC

s+ αCC
(36)

where αCC = ω1kpCC/Xr, kpCC is in p.u. and Xr is the
converter phase reactor reactance in p.u. In general, αCC

should be high to maintain certain bandwidth separations with
other relatively slower closed loops (PLL, DVC and AVC). A
typical recommendation is that αCC ≤ 0.1ωs [6], where ωs
is the angular sampling frequency. We select αCC = 0.05ωs
rad/s. kiCC = 10 rad/s.

2) PLL Design: Considering that hPLL has relative high
bandwidth to αPLL, we allow an assumption with τPLL = 0.
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Fig. 17. Nyquist plots for the GNC and LAAT, with k = 1.

Similar to CC, we thus further assume kiPLL = 0 to facilitate
the design. Overall, gPLL is simplified as

kpPLL

s+ ucd0kpPLL
, (37)

αPLL = kpPLL when ucd0 ≈ 1. kpPLL thus has rad/s as
its unit. Typically αPLL ≤ 0.1αCC [8]. We choose a more
conservative design, i.e., αPLL ≈ 0.01αCC. It is always set
for kiPLL = 1 rad/s.

D. Controller Design of Outer Closed Loop

Time-domain specifications for step changes on ∆uref usu-
ally include requirements on the rise time of ∆uco. To correlate
such requirement, it is desirable to design the outer-loop con-
trollers using alike closed-loop transfer functions in Section
VII-C. However, G is a high-order system which makes it
impractical to derive explicit forms of transfer functions for the
design. Therefore, a proper order reduction of G is required.
Considering that Ti has high bandwidth relative to fDVC and
fAVC, we can assume Ti ≈ 1, giving that g11 = go11 and
g22 = go22. Also, we assume that gPLL ≈ 0 for the design.

1) DVC Design: The bandwidth of the DVC closed loop
αDVC is obtained via tDVC = l11/(1 + l11), a simplified t11
from ∆udcref to ∆udcf , where l11 = g11fDVC. The explicit
form of tDVC yields a third-order system as follows:

tDVC =
ωdceqkpDVC(s+ kiDVC)

τDVCs3 + s2 + ωdceqkpDVCs+ ωdceqkpDVCkiDVC

(38)

where ωdceq = (ucd0 − ω1Lgicq0)/(Cdcudc0K).
If we omit the effect of the integral part, i.e., kiDVC =

0, also considering that hDVC has high bandwidth relative to
αDVC, (38) can be further simplified (τDVC = 0) to its first-
order form as

tDVC =
αDVC

s+ αDVC
(39)

where αDVC = ωdceqkpDVC. kpDVC could be selected such
that αDVC ≤ 0.1αCC [8]. Also, the design should ensure that,
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Fig. 18. Bode magnitude plots for the GNC and LAAT, with k = 1.
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during dynamical conditions, e.g., change of operating points,
ac fault, a quick regulation can be achieved for ∆udcf = 0.
Such requirement can be well correlated with the closed-
loop dynamics in (39) – we could specify a step response
requirement for the regulation of ∆udcf . Since

L −1{ (39)

s
} = 1− e−αDVCt, (40)

an approximate DVC rise time correlation would be τrDVC ≈
2.2/αDVC. We set τrDVC = 20 ms. The integral part is kept
slow, i.e., kiDVC = 10 rad/s. Furthermore, we notice that
for different Lg , ω1Lgicq0 [in τdceq of (39)] remains almost
unchanged for maximum loading points under various Lg .
This means that αDVC should be almost invariant of Lg .

2) AVC Design: Likewise, the AVC bandwidth αAVC can
be approximated via tAVC = l22/(1 + l22), a simplified t22
from ∆uacref to ∆ucpdf , where l22 = g22fAVC. Substituting
fAVC by kiAVC/s, the explicit form of tAVC yields a second-
order system

tAVC =
ω1LgkiAVC

τAVCs2 + s+ ω1LgkiAVC
. (41)

Considering relative high bandwidth of hAVC to αAVC, (41)
can be simplified with τAVC = 0 as

tAVC =
αAVC

s+ αAVC
(42)

where αAVC = ω1LgkiAVC. Unlike the design for the other
controllers, the AVC design is much related to Lg , see (42).
The design is also relevant to the step response requirements
[35]. For a specification with the AVC rise time τrAVC = 100
ms, we have αAVC ≈ 2.2/τrAVC = 22 rad/s. For the design
we assume that kiAVC is not required to change adaptively
[35] with Lg , then a constant value of kiAVC shall be chosen to
fulfill the step-response requirements for Lg ∈ [Lgmin, Lgmax],
where Lgmin is the minimal value of Lg and Lgmax denote
Lg’s maximum value.

E. Derivation of the LAAT Transfer Matrix With Voltage
Control Slope Function

When the voltage control slope function is included in the
AVC, eAVC = uacref − ucpdf − kslopeicpq, where kslope is the
value for the slope. Therefore, in order to have ucpdf as the
feedback signal to break the AVC loop, an internal feedback
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Fig. 19. Nyquist plots for the GNC and LAAT, with k = 2.

loop T1 is formed [Fig. 21 (a)]. Consequently, L = GoT1 [Fig.
21 (b)].

T1 = (I2 + TiFoGslopeGPLL5)−1TiFo (43)

where G =

[
0 0
0 kslope

]
and GPLL5 = I2 −GPLL2Zgt.
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